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The Thrawn trilogy, also known as the Heir to the Empire trilogy, is a series of science fiction novels written
by Timothy Zahn. They are set in the Star Wars expanded universe approximately five years after the events
depicted in the 1983 Star Wars film Return of the Jedi.
Thrawn trilogy - Wikipedia
The Moonlight Bay Trilogy is an unfinished trilogy of three novels by Dean Koontz. They revolve around the
mysterious events in Moonlight Bay, a fictitious Southern California town, that are investigated by the main
character Christopher Snow, who suffers from the genetic disorder Xeroderma pigmentosum.
Moonlight Bay Trilogy - Wikipedia
News: - Peter Joseph Directs Official Black Sabbath Music Video featuring The Zeitgeist Film Series. Zeitgeist: Moving Forward has US Broadcast Premiere via FreeSpeechTv.
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